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Abstract-Lung cantcer keeps oft chaftgiftg oft various 

medical factors depeftdiftg oft topographic areas. The 

idefttificatioft of Luftg caftcer at iftitial stages is of extreme 

importaftce if it is iftteftded to degrade high  mortality rate. The 

worldwide luftg screeftiftg program focuses to imagifte PET/CT 

examiftatiofts amoftgst most matured gatheriftgs at daftger to 

upgrade the early locatioft rate. Ift spite of the fact that 

utilizatioft of obtrusive procedures, side effects scarcely show 

up ufttil iftfectioft is propelled makiftg it  troublesome for 

radiologist to recogftize sores. Every year, the Americaft Caftcer 

Society appraises the quafttities of ftew growth cases aftd 

passiftg that will happeft ift the world ift the preseftt year aftd  

aggregates  the  latest  iftformatioft  oft  tumor frequeftcy, 

mortality,  aftd survival.  Geftuifte aftd precise  iftformatioft is 

the basis of disease cofttrol iftitiatives. More thaft 3/4
th 

of the 

illftess is idefttified with tobacco utilizatioft. Furthermore, 

hereditary compofteftts, presefttatioft to ecological poisofts, 

secoftd haftd smokiftg expaftd illftess quickly. Cures iftcludiftg 

chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery, epidermal opeft 

medicatiofts raise survival rate aftd  persoftal  satisfactioft. This 

strategy is more about diagftosiftg at ahead of schedule aftd 

critical stages with keeft computatioftal procedures with 

differeftt ftoise elimiftatioft by segmefttatioft strategies aftd 

calculatiofts which is the root idea of digital  image  processiftg. 

Locatioft of CT pictures received from caftcer research 

orgaftizatiofts is iftvestigated utiliziftg MATLAB. 

Keywords-Lung Cancer; MATLAB; American Cancer 

society; Noise Removal; Segmentation; Mortality Rate 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tumor is a noteworthy general health  issue worldwide 

and is the second driving reason for death all over the world, 

regardless of age. Cancer can be clarified as uncontrolled 

cell development having capacity  to spread everywhere 

throughout the body. Our body contains red blood cells 

(RBC's) as well as white blood cells (WBC's). The main 

function is to supply fresh  oxygen (02) to all parts of the 

body with the help of blood flow, due to which blood 

appears red. [1] In the lungs, tissue receives oxygen (02) 

because of RBC's only. 

The hereditary substance of erythrocytes has high 

centralization of hemoglobin. The cell film comprises of 

proteins and lipids which is spine of physiological cell 

capacity. They don't contain any imperative piece of cell, 

which incorporates hemoglobin. Around 20 lakhs new 

RBC's are created every second. [2] The cells  are delivered 

in the bone marrow and turn all  through  the body for around 

4 months to and fro in arteries and veins. 

 
  

Every revolution takes around 20 seconds. Around 75% of 

the cells and lion's share (majority  concentration) grouping 

of blood in the human body are red platelets [3, 4]. Youthful 

Dutch scholar Jan Swammerdam portrayed it impeccably 

with an early magnifying instrument in 1658. 

Lung disease, additionally called as carcinoma [5] is a 

dangerous lung tumor characterized by uncontrolled cell 

development in tissues of the lung.[6] If left undiscovered, 

this development enters past the lung by the procedure of 

'metastasis'- which produces tumour (as growth cells) from 

introductory site of infection to another piece of body.[7] 

Most malignancies otherwise called primary lung cancers, 

are carcinomas which begin itself in the lungs.[8] There are 

two primary sorts are carcinoma l)small-cell lung tumour and 

2)non-small cell lung cancer. [9] The most widely 

recognized side effects are coughing(counting blood 

coughing), weight reduction, breath shortness, and little as 

wee as serious chest pains.[10] These growth cells 

aggravates the cycle of RBC generation and debasement. 

Inside they change the structure and chemical composition of 

plasma membrane i.e. the external structure of the cell in 

such a way that these RBC's do not die as per the 

corresponding lifetime. Accordingly the RBC count 

continues expanding and more number of cell gets 

accumulated bringing about shortening of veins and supply 

routes and extreme blasting. These results into blood through 

cough and so on. 

Image processing is utilized to break down pictures at 

the most reduced level gave any quality. These operations 

don't amplify probability of data content, however they 

diminish it if entropy is a data measure. The principle 

necessity of preparing is to enhance pixel power by 

changing over from discrete to computerized picture, 

sectioning to pixels, completing numerical operations on 

pixels, and recreating of picture with better quality. [11] Pre-

processing of CT pictures is the underlying stride in picture 

examination took after by division handle and finished with 

some morphological operations are connected to recognize 

the tumor spots/cells in the picture. Likewise it can be 

utilized to decide the measure of spreading of malignancy 

i.e. what proportion of lung is influenced with disease. The 

morphological operations are essentially connected by 

looking at the size and state  of the malignancy cell with 

ordinary cell, and after that the contaminated cells pictures 

showed onto dim scale picture 
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with greatest intensity (255). The sequencing of the paper is 

as follows. Section II describes the prescribed methodology, 

in detail with mathematical operations performed on the 

image using various filtering methods followed by 

segmentation. Section III shows the results of the developed 

methodology using a MATLAB image. Finally, section IV 

defines the conclusion and application of the method in 

diagnostics of various diseases. 
 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The algorithm is proposed as is given in figure.1 as 

follows: 

INITIATE 

 

 
 

OBTAlNING CT SCAN OF NORMAL/CANCER PATIENT 

 

 
 

CONVERT ANALOG IMAGE TO DIGITAL IMAGE 

 

 

ADDITION OF NOISE TO PRESERVE EDGES 

 

 
SMOOTHNING MEDIAN FILTERlNG 

 

 
P-TILE THRESHOLDING 

 

 
WATERSHED PROCESSING 

 

 
BINARY OR M TYPE MORPHOLOGY 

 

 

 
DISPLAY CANCER DETECTED IMAGE IF THERE 

 

Fig. I: Idea for Cancer Detection 

The design is explained below as follows: 

 
A. Input Image 

 

For any kind of cancer, firstly image of interior organs 

of the body ought to be acquired. CT scan otherwise called 

multiple angle X-beam computed tomography makes 

utilization of X-beam for catching the pictures from 

different points and union these pictures to create cross 

sectional tomographic picture of specific zones of filtered 

tissues i.e. it permits the individual to see the status inside 

body without noninvasive techniques [12]. 

The  lungs  are  the  prime  vital  organs  of   breath   in 

humans including different creatures. In well evolved 

creatures and major type of vertebrates, two lungs are 

situated on either side of the heart close to spine. Their  part 

is to take oxygen from the atmosphere and move it  into the 

circulation system,  and to give out carbon dioxide 

 

 

 from the circulatory system into the air. Humans have 2 

lungs, right and left. They are arranged inside the thoracic 

cavity of chest. The right lung being greater than the left, 

imparts space to the heart. The lungs together weigh 

around l.5 kg. Plural sac in which lungs are encased permits 

internal and external dividers to slip over each other without 

more grinding. This sac encases every lung furthermore 

separates every lung into segments called lobes. The right 

lung has 3 lobes and the left has two. These lobes are further 

grouped into bronchopulmonary sections and lobules. The 

lungs have an exceptional blood supply, getting 

deoxygenated blood from the heart for accepting oxygen 

(i.e. aspiratory flow) and a recognized supply of oxygenated 

blood (the bronchial dissemination). The tissue of the lungs 

can be struck by various illnesses, including pneumonia and 

lung malignancy. Chronic disorders, for example, ceaseless 

discouraging aspiratory infection and emphysema (harming 

alveoli's in the lungs) can be connected to smoking or 

presence to toxic substances. Illnesses, for example, 

bronchitis can likewise include the respiratory tract. The 

picture of influenced lungs and typical lungs is very 

distinctive and effectively differentiable. These CT pictures 

are changed over to greyscale pictures. 

 
B. Grayscale Image 

 

In the digitized world, a greyscale image is a 

computerized/digital image, in which the estimation of 

every pixel is an individual example, i.e., it conveys just 

power or intensity i.e. white or black in terms of display. 

Pictures of this kind, otherwise called white (maximum 

amplitude) and dark (minimum amplitude) pictures, 

comprise selective shades of dim. 

Grayscale pictures are the aftereffect of measuring the 

amplitude of light at every pixel in a single band of the light 

spectrum. They can likewise be obtained from a full 

coloured picture. The explanation for picking grayscale 

picture is even least pixel power is additionally useful in 

recognizing changes in the cells. In fact, a dim shading is 

one in which the R, G, B planes have equal intensity, the 

intensity level represented as a number from decimal 0 to 

255. For each pixel in a RGB grayscale picture, G = B = 

R. The amplitude differs in extent with the number 

speaking to the brightness levels of the RGB hues. Dark is 

spoken to by R = G = B = 0 and white is spoken to by R = 

G = B = 255. 

 

C. High Pass Filter 

 

As the name proposes, it passes the frequency over 

certain cutoff frequency and weakens all the frequency 

beneath the cutoff frequency. A high pass filter is essentially 

utilized for making bright images by sharpening. It is done 

when contrast is improved between the nearby regions with 

expansion or reduction in 
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amplitude level. A high pass filter sets high edge cutoff to 

get data of a picture while cutting the low frequency 

information. The premise of the high pass filter is intended 

to build the intensity of the middle pixel with respect to 

neighboring pixels. The kernel function generally contains a 

single value at its center, which is completely  surrounded 

by other values. The values might be characterized as far as 

positive or negative. 

 

D. Median Filtering 

It is a nonlinear digital filter used to remove some noise 

in the image. To detect some edge in the image, firstly noise 

should be removed up to some threshold value and then edge 

removal is performed. Hence the median filter is placed 

before edge detector. Its main feature is it removes noise 

without edge removal. Median filter is same as that of 

averaging filter, in which each output image pixel is set 

corresponding to the average value of neighboring pixel of 

the input image. The median filter is more sensitive to mean 

values and less sensitive to extreme values of pixel which 

helps in noise reduction [13]. 

 
E. Threshold Segmentation 

Edge division is one of the most effortless division 

strategy. The pixels are partitioned relying on their intensity 

levels. There are different sorts of segmentation on the basis 

of various parameters like threshold values of pixels, edge 

based, region based, clustering etc. and so forth. It relates 

greyscale picture to binary picture, additionally called as 

mapping. After this  operation, picture is separated into 2 

pixel values just, 0 and 1. If there is a picture which contains 

dark pixel on bright background or vice-versa, then 

thresholding can  be utilized to isolate the structure. 

Likewise to set a specific edge  esteem,  numerous  sub  

calculations  can  be utilized 

e.g. histogram estimation, optimal thresholding, iterative 

thresholding, K implies grouping. In K implies bunching, 

grayscale picture is isolated into K fragments i.e. K-l edge 

values, subsequently lessening change. Numerous pictures 

which are made of pixels contains more than one quality 

e.g. RGB [14]. If we isolate these pixel values for R, B  

and G, they are called channels. 

 
F. Watershed Algorithm 

It can be explained using a practical idea. Consider a 

surface immersed into the lake with a hole at minima, so that 

water will start filling through that hole and will go on 

increasing. If 2 such surfaces very close to each other are placed 

then a point will come where the water will overlap and mix 

from both the surface. At that point only, dams are built so that 

water does not mix. These dams are watershed lines and by 

the process of filling water, surface separation can be done. 

There are many methods to carry out this algorithm. One of the 

most common watershed algorithms was introduced by Otsu 

called 'Otsu watershed algorithm'. 

 

This algorithm applies only to grayscale image [15]. 

 
G. Morphological Operations 

As per Wikipedia, mathematical morphology is a 

procedure to assess sectioned structures/images in light of 

random functions and variables, set hypotheses and so forth. 

It is entirely connected to computerized pictures as  it were. 

E.g. binary morphological operations  investigates a specific 

grayscale picture with straightforward, predefined shapes, 

and finishing up how this shape fits  into the picture gave or 

what part of the picture gets  missed because of this shape 

[16]. 
 

III. EXPERlMENTAL  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

For implementation of this above method, real time 

images of cancer patients have been obtained from 

institutes. Since cancer in CT image have more intensity 

level than background, it becomes very easy to extract 

image from CT image for further analysis. 

The working methodology is as follows: 

 
1) Pre-processing grayscale image using 

salt and pepper noise 

The proposed work flow is given in figure 2 

Computed tomographic 

Image 

 

 
 

Greyscale converted image 

 

 

High pass filtering 

 
 

Noise addition using salt and pepper 

 

 
Median filtering 

 
Fig. 2: Flowchart for Initial Processing of CT Scan Image 

a. The CT scanned Image with cancer infected lung as 

seen a spot in left lung from patient's point of view is 

obtained from the cancer institute is ven in fig. 3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: CT image of Cancer Infected Lungs 
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b. The CT image is converted to grayscale image to 

perform mathematical operations shown in figure 4. In 

terms of digital, greyscale is a unique, reflexive and 

unit distance code. Changing from bit to bit is only of 

unit distance so probability of error is minimum. 

 

Fig. 4: Greyscaled Image 

c. Now it is ready to carry out further mathematical 

operations, the image is passed through a high pass 

filter to enhance the information needed shown in 

figure 5 but there is problem of edge preserving. 

e. Final preprocessing is done by passing salt and  

pepper noise through a median filter which will  allow 

to remove noise completely from the image while 

restoring edges shown in figure 7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Median Filtered Image 

 
2) The medianfiltered passed through various 

segmentations shown infigure 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: High Pass Filtering 

a. Further improvement of the image for proper diagnosis 

is carried out using median filtering. For this we added 

salt and pepper noise to minimize  noise from the 

image, so that the image is distortion less shown in 

figure 6. Above damaged edge is restored due to salt 

and pepper pixel spots as seen below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Addition of Salt and Pepper Noise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8: Segmentation Process 

f. The segmented image is shown as follows in figure 

9. There are various threshold detection methods like 

P- tile thresholding, optimal thresholding, mixture 

modelling, and adaptive thresholding. All the above 

methods are automated. For cancer cell detection P 

tile thresholding is used because in this process  object 

is with lesser/greater intensity as compared to 

background and subjugates a definite known percentile 

lip from the total image area (example: printed text 

sheet). We set the threshold by finding the intensity 

level such that lip image pixels are below this value 

median filtered image 
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Fig. 9: Threshold Segmented Image 

g. The main branch of this process is watershed 

algorithm. It will identify the areas affected by  cancer 

in the infected lung with the help of which we could 

differentiate cancerous lung tissue with normal lung 

tissue as shown in figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10: Watershed Segmentation 

h. The output of the watershed image contains pixels of 

infected lung tissues which are not labeled. These 

pixels are in the form of watershed lines. Figure 11 

shows the output image after successful 

Morphological operations. This figure clearly 

represents left lung being more infected by cancer with 

background stating the cancer region as compared to 

right lung of the given CT scan image. Also pink marks 

with the help of binary morphology indicating cancer 

region affected in both the lungs can be seen in 

following image 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. I I: Output Image with Input Image after Morphological Operations 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ApPLICATION 

The above technique can be handled in two stages 1) 

Processing of distortion input image utilizing filter and 

segmentation 2) Morphological operations on CT picture. 

The growth influenced lungs locale can be seen in the last 

algorithm process for particular CT information image. The 

proposed strategy can likewise be connected to identify 

some other malignancy like breast cancer, skin malignancy 

and so forth. Also it finds place in medical research as well. 
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